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The history of the American gun is intricately entwined with the history of America itself, and the

potential future developments in gun technology could change the world. However, the radical

anti-gun lobby stands between innovation and the American people. Best-selling author Frank

Miniter describes amazing breakthroughs waiting to happen in gun technology - and how gun

grabbers threaten to stop progress in its tracks. In The Future of the Gun, you will learn about:

Integrated electronic optics systems embedded in firearms are making them accurate in a novice

shooter's hands beyond 10 football fields. Controlled-expansion bullets are now being engineered to

perform through bone, cinder blocks, and a lot of other mediums. Beginning with the AccuTrigger, a

revolution has taken over gun trigger designs that's making rifles much more accurate. In the last

two decades, over-the-counter rifles have become as accurate as custom rifles. This is due to

consumer demand and new machining capabilities. Simple, ultra-reliable, cost-efficient designs from

pistol makers like Glock and Beretta have made it possible to make smaller, lighter, more powerful

handguns at prices (when adjusted for inflation) the world has never seen.
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I liked the book. It was an easy read and relaxing. I do wish that the author had done a bit more

speculation or theorization of about 3D printing and the use of alternate materials. I think it was

simply not his area of interest.I do recommend this as a look from the not anti-gun side of the



subject.

good read weather for or against really allows you to see the importance of gun ownership in the US

This author is very un-biased and focuses on truth. Very well written, and very informative, very well

researched. Best book of my year. Even if you have never looked into the topic, every patriotic

American should know this information/education. Yes, it is that crucial. Enjoy it. If you enjoy it 1/2

as much as I did you will have gotten your value from the purchase.

More than a "gun book", this is an honest assessment of the current political situation in the US.

Many voters want the government to take care of us like a surrogate mother, while others want the

power and independence to care for themselves. The politics of guns is only one facet of this larger

debate.

Excellent fact-based book about the history as well as the Future of the Gun. I found the book to be

very well written, an easy read and a very informative source. Read the book in a few sittings as I

didn't find any parts of the book to be mundane or slow. I must read for anyone interested in

firearms and the direction we're headed.

I thought it was a very well balanced analysis of the gun control issue. Very straight forward and

logical.

Excellent book. No matter what side of the gun issue you are on, you will learn a lot from this book.

Must reading for anyone concerned about preserving the second amendment. good insight about

where the firearms industry is headed as well.
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